You’re invited!

NYAGV Education Fund
Annual Benefit and Silent Auction
to support youth and community programs to prevent gun violence

Monday, October 21, 2013
6:30 – 9 pm
Rosenthal Pavilion, Kimmel Center at NYU
60 Washington Square South, New York, NY

Honoring
Governor Andrew M. Cuomo
Recipient of the Allard K. Lowenstein Award for Public Service

The Families of Sandy Hook Promise
Recipients of the Detective Steven McDonald Law Enforcement Award

Ellen Freudenheim, Barbara Hohlt and Katina Johnstone
Founders of NYAGV and the NYAGV Education Fund

Reserve your tickets here!

Benefit Committee (in formation)
Brooke Alexander • Carolyn Alexander • Monica S. Atiya • Hilaria and Alec Baldwin
Leah and Scott Barrett • Tony Bennett • Carlos Brillembourg • Terry and Joel Cohen
Maria Cuomo Cole • Matilda Cuomo • Donna Dees-Thomases • Hon. Tom Duane
Laurie Simmons and Carroll Dunham • Marilyn Hoffman and Stuart Eisenkraft
Lisa Phillips and Leon Falk • Frayda and Ronald Feldman
Joni Moisant Weyl and Sidney Felsen • Nicole Krauss and Jonathan Safran Foer
Sandy Tait and Hal Foster • Thelma Golden • Marian Goodman • Agnes Gund
Jackie Hilly • Steven Holl • Sue and Richard Hornik • Barbara Jakobson
Ellyn Kessler • Susan and Glenn D. Lowry • Paula Cooper and Jack Macrae
Courtney Gibson and Riley McDonough • Hon. Trudy L. Mason • Jennifer May-Reddy
Cecily Brown and Nicolai Ouroussoff • Kimberly Holden and Gregg Pasquarelli
Desirée and Victoria Rogers • Jackie Rowe-Adams • Ruth Lande Shuman
Virginia Sobol • Kate Linker and Bernard Tschumi • Joan Wallstein
Polly Weissman • John Williams • Peter Yarrow

NYAGV Education Fund would like to thank The Center on the Administration of Criminal Law at NYU Law School for their event donation.